A small-angle scattering study on equilibrium clusters in lysozyme solutions.
We use small-angle scattering experiments to investigate the structural properties of aqueous lysozyme solutions under conditions where the existence of equilibrium clusters has recently been demonstrated (Nature 2004, 432, 492). We also discuss the possible emergence of a low angle scattering contribution, which recently attracted interest due to its appearance in solutions of various proteins. We demonstrate that in lysozyme solutions under our experimental conditions such rising low q intensities can only be observed under special circumstances and can thus not be attributed to the existence of a universal long-range attraction. We then focus on the structural properties of the equilibrium clusters as a function of protein concentration, temperature, and ionic strength. We show that the experimental structure factors obtained from the scattering measurements exhibit the typical cluster-cluster peak q(c) reflecting the mean distance between charged clusters as well as a monomer-monomer peak q(m), which represents the nearest neighbor shell of monomers within a single cluster. The underlying principle for the formation of these structures is the coexistence of two opposing forces, a short-range attraction and a long-range repulsion due to residual charges. We can quantitatively analyze our scattering data by applying a simple equilibrium cluster model and calculate an average cluster aggregation number, N(c). The thus obtained cluster aggregation number increases linearly with volume fraction. We also observe an increasing N(c) as temperature decreases and as the screening of residual charges increases. We point out the importance of the existence of equilibrium clusters and the universality of this phenomenon for self-assembling processes observed in nature. Finally, we discuss the limitations of our simple globular cluster model in view of recent findings from computer simulations.